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ABSTRACT
Portability, performance portability, and productivity of parallel applications
on heterogeneous architectures are very challenging problems. Moreover,
with the evolution of new architectures and machines, it becomes more
challenging to implement a parallel application that can easily port into all
platforms and provides almost similar performance compared to targeting
that platform. Programming for different heterogeneous systems is a
notoriously critical task mainly because most of the existing programming
models for such systems only provide low-level platform-specific
abstractions. The lack of high-level unified programming models forces the
programmer to learn multiple distinctive models for parallel computing. In
addition, most of the high-performance applications (e.g., Simulations) are
computationally intensive and sometimes require millions of core hours to
do even a small and realistic run. However, most of these have common
computational characteristics like stencil computation, data parallelism, and
inter-process communication. Thus, the challenges behind developing such
an application require domain expertise, a deep understanding of
heterogeneous architectures, and a capable machine. This work aims to
provide a uniform application programming interface for heterogeneous
systems that is portable, performance portable, and productive. Another
goal of this research is to provide a simple, user-friendly meta-computing API
so that domain scientists can access efficient hardware without needing the
level of expertise required today. To this end, this work first provides a
survey by reviewing existing works in the context of the problems. Next, this
research considers three significant aspects of an advanced parallel
programming framework. The first problem addresses the challenges of
porting parallel code to the new architectures. The second problem studies
performance portability and how to achieve it. The objective of the third
problem is to formulate productivity. Finally, the end goal of this research is
to provide a high-level programming framework that solves all three
problems discussed above and makes life easier for domain scientists to
focus more on the application instead of concerning rewriting the code or
optimizing for new architectures.

